®

Treasure Chest
Block

11 Ozark Trail

Half Rectangle Template

Cutting Chart
Background
(8) 2H" x 5"
(4) 4" square
(1) 9H" square

Center
(1) 6H" squares

Corners
(4) 4H" squares

Inner Trail Rectangle
(4) 2H" x 5"

Outer Trail Rectangle
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(4) 2H" x 5"

Making the Pieced Rectangles
1.	Stack the 2½" x 5" Background, Inner
Trail Green and Outer Trail rectangles
wrong sides together in pairs, wrong
sides together.

2.

Cut each stack diagonally once.

3.	Layer all triangles
right side up.

4. 	Place Background with
Trails to make the shape of a
rectangle.
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5.	With right sides
together sew the
left Green to the
Background. Begin
your stitching
line where the
Background tip
hangs over the
Green.

6. 	Press seams away
from the Green.

7.	With the Half
Rectangle template
right side up, line
up the diagonal line
on the seam line and
square up patches.

8. 	With right sides
together sew the
right Green to the
Background. Begin
your stitching line
where the Green
tip hangs over the
Background.
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9. 	Press seams towards the Green.

10. 	With the Half Rectangle template up
side down, line up the diagonal line on
the seam line and square up patches.

11. 	Lay out the left and right rectangles.
Flip the one on the right over the one
on the left. Sew. The seams will lock.

12. 	Press the seam on
the Green to the left
and the seam on the
Dark Green to the
right.
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13. 	Sew the Dark Green patch
to the Green patch. Press
seams towards the Dark
Green.

Make Four Corner Patches
1. 	Cut the 4" Background squares on one
diagonal.

2. 	Center the Background triangle along
one side of the 4½" Accent Purple
square.

3. 	Place right sides together and sew. Press
seam towards Background. Trim off
tips.
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4. 	Place another triangle
along the next side of
the square. Center and
sew. Begin sewing where
the Background triangles
overlap.

5. 	Sliver trim edge ¼" away from point.

6. 	Sew Green and
Background sections
to Accent Purple
patch.

7. 	Press seam towards Green.
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Completing the Block
1. 	Cut 9½” Square on both diagonals.

2. 	Layout with sewn patches and 6½”
Dark Accent Purple square.

3. 	Sew to complete the Rows. Press seams
towards Background Triangles.

4. 	Sew Rows together. Press away from
center Row. Square up Block to 16½”.
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